Pool Rules
Swimming Pool Rules
1. Patrons must obey instructions of lifeguards and aquatic staff at all
times.
2. NO RUNNING
3. NO food or beverage is allowed outside of designated areas.
4. Only Coast Guard approved flotation devices may be used in the pool.
We do not allow inflatable tubes, baby carriers, etc. Noodles may be
used.
5. Persons with open sores or rashes should not enter the pool water.
6. Bicycles, skateboards, and in-line skates are not permitted on the pool
deck or in the restroom facilities.
7. Animals, glass containers, smoking, alcohol products, and controlled
substances are not allowed.
8. Swim diapers must be worn, regular diapers are not allowed. Swim
diapers are sold at all registers.
9. Boys swim trunks must have a liner. NO BASKETBALL SHORTS
ALLOWED. NO UNDERWEAR, THONG BATHING SUITS, OR CUTOFFS.
10. NO GUARD SUITS, and indication of a lifeguard must be covered with
duct tape.
11. Patrons must shower before entering pool.
12. Dunking, wrestling, horseplay, pushing, pulling, throwing objects, or
other dangerous actions are prohibited in and around our facilities.
13. Any person making fake alarm calls (fake drowning) will be asked to
leave the facility.
14. Profanity, lewd or improper behavior, and vulgar remarks are
prohibited in and around our facilities.
15. Flips and/or diving from side of pool are not allowed
16. Patrons are not to sit or hang on lane lines or lifelines.
17. Recreational swimmers must stay out of the lap swimming area and off
of the competition blocks.
18. The defacing, damaging, or tampering with city property is prohibited.
19. NO REFUNDS. NO EXCEPTIONS. (Pool passes will be issued by the
Pool Manager if the facility closes within one hour of the patrons’
arrival due to inclement weather, emergency, or other health-related
issue).
20. Patrons with diarrhea or who have had diarrhea within the past 24
hours should refrain from entering the pool water to prevent
cryptosporidium (crypto) outbreaks.

